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A PRAGMATIC PERSPECTTVEON
CONTACT-INDUCED LANGUAGE CHANGE:
Dynamicsin interlinguisticsl
Michael Meeuwis

1. Introduction

Sincethe 1970's,the study of contact-inducedlanguagechange has been given
new impulsesby scholarswho feel the need for a theoretical synthesisof the
availabledata. The earlier lack of a systematizationof the wide range of types
and degreesof linguistic interference revealed in the large number of case
studies,had led to severalunwarrantedgeneralizationson languagechangergeoetic affiliation and the impact of contact. In these generalizations,the assumption
persistedthat languagecontact is a rather exceptionalphenomenon, or that in
caseswhere it does occur it cannot have a really significant influence.2While
being based on too little evidence, this idea also follows from a standard structuralist belief in the stability and imperviousnessof specific language systems.
Thomason & Kaufman's Language contact, creolization, and genetic linguistics
(1988)is without doubt one of the most valuable efforts to meet the mentioned
needfor an encompassingreconsiderationof the data on languagecontact.
In about the same period, but in a different corner of linguistics,a comparable kind of discomfortwas felt. Mainly in the wake of the linguistic-philosophical
traditionof speechact theory, linguistshad turned to the study of languageuse,
moving away from the dominant concentration on language as a structural
'pragmasystem.The discipline they establishedwas called 'pragmatics'. But
ticians'came to realize that pragmaticshad developedinto an extremely diversifiedtield of study, with a galaxy of phenomenawithin its scope. Indeed, pragmaticswas expected to host all linguistic issuesthat could not be handled by
tiaditional disciplines such as syntax and semantics.This wide diversity of
phenomena to be covered inevitably went along with a high variety of
methodological
and terminologicalangles,with incomparabilityof the findings as
l. I am gratefulto Jef Verschuerenfor readingand discussingearlier versionsof this paper,and
Neither of
for his warm encouragemenls.
Thanksare also due to Jan Blommaertfor suggestions.
them,of course,is accountablefor the way I haveinterpretedtheir recommendations.
I Although implicitly presentin much of the genetic linguistic tradition, a few more explicit
avowalsof this attitude are to be found in Gulstad (19'74),Vennemann (1914: 35lfl), Dyen
(1974),
and in Vildomec'ssurveyof the field (1971:67ff.
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a deplorable result. In much the same way as for interlinguistics,'awarenessof
this situation called for the search for a general theoretical framework. Such a
'frame
of reference', designed for comparability across different branches with
different methodologiesand terminologiesis what Jef Verschuerenpursuesin his
hagmatics os a theory of linguistic adaptation (1987).
'pragmatic perspective'is not restricted to language
In this framework, the
use in microsituationsof face-to-facecommunication.The model is intended to
fit the study of macrolevelissuessuch as languagechangeas well. This brings me
to the central issue of this paper. Contact-inducedlanguage change being my
'pragprimary concern, I want to investigatehow this matter can be approached
matically'. Starting from Verschueren'spragmatic model, the adequacy of the
'coherent
frame of reference' proposed will be checked in view of contact'pragmatic
induced languagechange.While trying not to deviate from the basic
perspective',I will propose adjustmentsnecessitatedby the problems that arise.
In subsection1.1. I will introduce Verschueren'spragmatic perspective.The
next subsection(1.2.) presentsThomason & Kaufman's framework for contactinduced languagechange,which I will use as a starting point for my outline of
the pragmatics of such change. Section 2., then, sketches this outline. Since
Verschueren does little more than to present the fundamental parameters
needed in the pragmatic study of language(1987: 16-17),concrete applications
and clariffing exampleswill be inevitable in my discussion.In section 3. I will
addressa specific and rather disturbingproblem met in the processof elaborating the pragmatic framework to make it fit languagecontact phenomena; this
problem will be referred to as the a-dynamic and a-historic manifestation of
diachrony.

L.I. The pragmatic perspective

Rather than treating it as an umpteenth separable branch of linguistics,
Verschueren (1987) views pragmatics as a perspective,a specific way of approaching a wide range of linguisticphenomena.This perspectiveis functional in
the sense that it approacheslinguistic phenomenain the light of language (in)
ase. This concentration on use implies that reference has to be made to nonlinguistic factors as well as linguisticones. Interdisciplinarityis thus an inevitable
methodological prerequisite. An essentialconcept in this pragmatic-functional
model is linguistic choice. l,anguageuse is seen as a constantmaking of choices
in order to comply with communicativeneeds. This process is called linguistic
adaptation.The range of possiblechoicesconstitutesthe vaiability of languaEe,z
second central notion. Thirdly, there is negotiabili\t:the property that linguistic
which I also adopted in the subtitle of this article, is used -3. The term 'interlinguistics',
amongstothers-- by PieterMuyskenin his state-of-the-artarticle (1984).
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choicesdo not have fixed function correlates, in the sense that a particular
communicativeneed may be fulfilled by a diversityof linguisticdevices,and vice
versa.
Verschueren distinguishes between microprocessesand macroprocessesof
adaptation(1987:45). Macroprocessestranscendthe daily context of communication betweenindividualsor groups of individuals.The microprocessesof adaptation are subdivided into 'acquired' and 'developmental' microprocesses.The
former are processesof adaptation occurring in adult speech,the latter are the
ones occurring in language acquisition.There are 'synchronic'macroprocesses
'diachronic'
and
macroprocesses.The synchronic macroprocessesrepresent a
numberof classicaltopics of sociolinguisticssuch as bilingualism and diglossia.
Phenomenasuch as pidginizationand languagechangebelong to the diachronic
macroprocesses.
It will be clear that my attention in this article goes to the
diachronicmacroprocesses.
Further,the processesof adaptationcan be viewed from five angles.First of
all,objectsof adaptation,i.e. what languagegets adapted to. Then there are the
levek of adaptation, or the actual levels of linguistic structuring at which the
adaptationprocessestake place, ranging from the overall sign system to the
smallestphonetic patterns. The third angle, stagesof adaptation, involves the
temporal dimension of the processes.Fourthly, there are degreesof adaptation,
a specificlinguisticchoice carries.The
accountingfor the degreeof consciousness
fifth angle,functions of adaptation, exploresthe way in which adaptation processes are used in the course of verbal interaction. The importance of these
distinctions
is that every pragmaticapproachto languagehas to take into account
thesefive elements.They serve as the heuristic cornerstoneof every pragmatic
investigation.
In elaboratinghis model of the pragmatic perspective,Verschueren in the
first place scrutinizes acquired microprocesses,the day-to-day interactions
occurringin adult speech.The different angles of the pragmatic approach (objects,levels,stages,degrees,functions)are thoroughlyworked out with respect to
these microprocesses.But the macroprocesses(as well as the developmental
microprocesses)
are at each turn treated summarilywith reference to how they
differ from (or correspondwith) the previouslyexplored acquired microprocesses.They clearly do not receive the same direct and careful analysis.It should
thereforenot be surprisingif the model turned out to be more readily applicable
to microsituationsof direct interaction than to macroprocessesas language
change.In approachingphenomenasuch as languagechangeone soon runs into
fundamentalquestions;it is not even immediately clear what exactly it is that
gets adapted. My suggestionsare to be found in section 2. But let me first
presentthe framework for contact-inducedlanguagechangethat I will use.
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L.2. A framework for contact-inducedlanguagechange

Referring to an overwhelming amount of evidence,comprising instancesof all
gradations of linguistic interference,Thomason & Kaufman (1988) can convinconcerningthe purity of languagesas well
cingly tackle longstandingassumptions
as wide-spreadbeliet-sconcerninglinguisticconstraintson interference.Their
stance is that contact-inducedlanguagechangeis not an exceptionalcase in the
history of the world's languages,and that any structuralresistanceto interference
can be overruled by external, social factors, among rvhich intensity of contact is
the most important one. At the level of explanationthis means that reference
solely to formal-linguisticaspectswill be insufficient and that an integration of
factors of the sociohistorical and sociolinguistictype will be crucial. But
Thomason & Kaufman (1988: 47) observe that also sociohistoricalinformation
on its own cannot account for the entire story. Specificlinguisticfactors, although
'structuredness'of
not those traditionally proposed such as the degree of
paradigms,
(dis)similarity
between
the two lanlinguistic
but rather typological
guages, do indeed codetermine the linguistic outcome with respect to the
pervasivenessof interference.So the ultimate truth is to be found in a combination of internal, linguistic and external, sociolinguisticinformation. Thomason &
Kaufman formulate this combination as "the principle of multiple causation"
(1988: i.a. 57), a principle that allows them to move away from the usual
unicausalapproachesto linguisticchange.A linguisticresult of languagecontact
is the product of the combined action of several(types of) factors, internal and
external.
Thus, the degree of pervasivenesswill reflect the equilibrium between the
external and internal factors.The higher the typologicaldistance(at any linguistic
level: phonology,morphology,etc.) the strclngerthe intensityof contact will have
to be to allow considerableinterference.But this picture is still too simplistic:the
mechanism of counterbalancedoes not apply in exactly the same way for all
types of language contact. And this is exactly what prompted Thomason &
Kaufman to conceive a distinctive framework for contact-induced language
change. It is this distinctive framework that I will be starting from in my search
for a pragmatic approach to languagecontact.
Thomason & Kaufman's framework makes a fundamental distinction between two types of language contact (1988: 35-64): borrowing and substratum
influence through language shift. Borrowing is "the incorporation of foreign
elementsinto a group's native language"where the native languageis maintained
but altered (1988: 37). The first elementsto be adopted are lexical items. Language shift occurs when "a group of speakersshifting to a new languagefails to
learn that languageperfectly" and introducesfeaturesof the native languageinto
the new language(1988: 39). In this casethe lexicon of the target language(TL)
is fully adopted, but the grammar of that TL is affected by elements of the
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previouslyspoken language.aAs anticipated,the two types differ with respect to
the mechanismof counterbalance.This will be further explained in the main
sectionof this paper (section2.).
The validity of this distinctiveframework is apparent from its applicability to
the massivenumber of casesThomason & Kaufman (1988) present. Moreover,
an analogousdistinctionwas independently,but with equal cogency,proposed by
FransVan Coetsemin the same year (Van Coetsem 1988).Despite its unquestionably high methodological and practical value, however, some cases of
linguisticinterferenceseem to slip through the theoretical meshesof the framework's net. As studies - mainly in the field of second language acquisition
research- have indicated,the processof languageshift can also, in addition to
the classictransfer direction from mother tongue to TL, involve an introduction
of Tl-features into the native language of the shifters (see Py 1982,, 1986,
SharwoodSmith 1983, and contributionsto Dorian (ed.) 1989). Interference in
as this phenomenon is usually called, also
languageattitiort or obsolescence,
appearsin the second languageof previouslyfully bilingual speakers,after they
have returned to the environment of their native language for a considerably
period of time (Cohen \975; Berman & Olshtain 1983). These two types of
interferencein attrition do not seem to fit into Thomason & Kaufman's borrowing-shiftdiptych, however appealing it might be to include the first type under
borrowing(as hinted at by Thomason & Kaufman 1988: 42) and the second type
under shift. From the attrition case studies(especiallyBerman & Olshtain 1983
and Dorian (ed.) 1989)it can be deducedthat the linguisticinterferencefeatures
in attrition do not correspondwith the interferencefeatures involved in borrowing and languageshift. The very nature of the process seems to be different.
'Forgetting'appears to be the crucial matter, and transfer (in addition to overgeneralization,avoidance,paraphrase,etc.) is merely one of the compensatory
strategies
to overcomeby the loss of linguisticskill (Frrch & Kasper 1983).
Regardlessof the foregoing comments,I value the fundamental distinction
betweenborrowing and substratum interference through shift, as advanced by
Thomason& Kaufman and Van Coetsem,as one of the most perspicuousand at
the sametime powerful tools for the study of languagecontact.Thus, building on
the distinctionbetween borrowing and shift I will ncw pass on to an exploration
of the possibilitiesfor a pragmaticsof contact-inducedlanguagechange.

4. Note that in the case where also the grammar of the target language is perfectly adopted, the
community has full proficiency in the target language and thus no linguistic interference is
involved. At least, this is what is implied in Thomason & Kaufman's reasoning. One could
indeed ask the question as to wherc pragnatic interference comes in. I will go into this when
dealinswith interference throush shift.
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2. The pragmatics of contact-inducedlanguagechange

2.0. Preliminaries

Evidently, when approachmg macroprocessessuch as language change, an
adjustment of the pragmatic model is already required for its most basic notion,
'linguistic
choice'. In order to be suitable not only for microcommunicative
contexts,but for languagechange as well, it is clear that this concept should be
interpreted in a sense which expands 'choice' beyond the personalistic,intentional meaning it tends to carry for microcommunicativeevents.At the macrolevel it becomesvirtually synonymouswith 'linguisticadaptation' as such, though
there are no macrolevelprocesseswithout microlevelchoices.

2.1. The pragmatics of bonowing

First of all, in the pragmatic framework, we have to define what it is that is
getting adapted. One could argue that if languageA borrows from languageB,
the borrowed item gets adapted to the phonologyand structure of A. Thus the
word spaghettiis altered in that it receivesthe English phonological and morphological rules while 'losing' its Italian patterns. There is a flaw in this argumentation which may be due to an inaccurateconceptualizationof linguistic
foreign influence imposed by the metaphor of 'borrowing'. When an item is
borrowed it obviouslydoes not 'leave'the sourcelanguage,unlike when I borrow
my father's car. In the source languagenothing really happens,not even to the
borrowed item: in Italian, spaghettiremains spaghetti,whatever the English decide
to do with it in their language.sOn the other hand, there is only one car, and if
I'm using it, my father is left without. Thus, if languageA borrows from language
B, the focus should be on languageA. LanguageA is getting altered. Considering
languageA as 'that which gets adapted' is in line with the definition of borrowing
mentioned above. l-anguage A's "complex set of interrelated lexical, phonological, morphosyntactic,and semanticstructures"(Thomason & Kaufman 1988:
11) is maintained, and therefore we can still call it languageA after the process
of borrowing, though through that processof borrowing languageA is altered.

5. This is not to deny the existence of contact situations, such as Sprachbund, where mutual
influence is involved.
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2.I.7. The objectsof adaptatiort

What are the objectsof adaptation,i.e. what does the languageget adapted to?
Totally in line with his method of treating macroprocessesby referring to the
differencesthey exhibit with respect to microprocesses,
Verschuerensummarizes
the objectsof adaptationfor languagechangeas follows:
"At the macro-level of analysis, the objects of adaptation are reduced to a subset of
those needed for the microlevel. [...] some of the objects of adaptation mentioned [in
connection with microprocesses] are irrelevant (e.g. aspects of personality and mental
states,except possibly in a largely metaphorical collective sense). Others (e.g. aspects of
social context and culture) are clearly operative at the macro-level. A third category
'Time'should
be seen as 'Historical time' rather than as
requiresreinterpretation; e.g.
'Time
'Available
of utterance',
time,' etc." (Verschueren
1987: 74)

I will try to modi$ this picture on the basis of Thomason & Kaufman's framework. In introducing their model I already alluded to some factors determining
the linguisticoutcome of languagecontact.These determinantsinclude both linguisticand socioculturalones. It was said that the final degree of interference is
the product of these counterbalancingfactors. lrt me first try to describe them
morefully.
l, Tlpologtcaldistanceand universalmarkedness.Thomason & Kaufman demonstratethat most of the proposed linguistic constraintson foreign influence fail
when confrontedwith empirical evidence.The formulated linguistic constraints
were based on assumptionsof stability in highly structured subsystems,or they
were expressionsof an alleged universal directionality in language change.
Instead,the linguisticfactors that effectivelyco-determinethe outcome are what
Thomason& Kaufman call Qpologicaldistance and universalmarkedness.Typologicaldistancehas to do with the fact that "the transferred features are more
likely to be those that fit well typologicallywith correspondingfeatures in the
recipientlanguage"(Thomason& Kaufman 1988:54). For instance,in morphology interferenceis most likely to involve new means of expressingfunctional
categories
which were already present in the borrowing language.Both Ethiopic
Semiticand Cushitic possessa causativecategoryin their verbal derivation system. This functional congruence has allowed the substitution of the original
Semiticcausativemarker for the Cushiticmarker (1988:54 and 135).
A secondrelevant linguisticfactor, which is interrelatedwith the first one, is
what they call 'universal markedness'(1988: 49tf). Universally marked features
are those that are hardest to perceive and to produce for the speakers of a
specificlanguage.Linguistic distinctions(at all levels,not only the phonological)
that are easilyperceivedby the shifting or borrowing community and/or that are
easyto produce are more likely to be transferred.Thomason& Kaufman adduce
the exampleof the SalishanlanguageFlathead (1988: 51). This languageexhibits
a phonologicaldistinction between /<*/ and lq*/, and between lml and /m'/. For
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an English speaker the former distinction is hard to perceive,the latter difficult
to produce. In a contact situationthis might result in a processof phonetic association, after which the English only retain ft*/ and lml. That is, unless the
intensity of the contact between the communitiesrequires otherwise.Indeed, as
mentioned before, the impact of these two linguisticfactors is easilyoverruled by
those of the socioculturaltype, which constitutethe next object of adaptation to
be discussed.
But an additional remark is called for. Typological distance and universal
markednessare notions which take into account both languagesinvolved in the
contact, the recipient as well as the donor language.This has some important
advantages.When looking for the elements or phenomena a language gets
adapted to in language change through borrowing, the first thing to come to
mind as an evident object of adaptationis undoubtedlythe donor language:what
the borrowing language gets adapted to is the donor language.This viewpoint
would be too restrictivein that it could not account for the fact that --to take up
my rather simple example again -- spaghettilooks dittbrent in different languages.
In keeping with this latter observation,one could decide to switch to the other
side by assertingthat the borrowing languageis what (an item of) the donor language gets adapted to. The fallacy of this reasoninghas been pointed out above.
Only a version which does not take one of the contact languagesas the object of
adaptation,but rather the relative linguistic(dis)similaritybetween them, can
account for the fact that spaghetti looks like lsm'gettl in English and like
lspciyett.lin Dutch (which lacks a voiced velar stop in its phoneme system).A
second advantageof having 'hypostatized'relative linguisticdistanceas an object
of adaptation lies within the theoretical exigenciesof the pragmatic perspective.
Within the model I use, languagesthemselvescan hardly be seen as ingredients
of the speech event (i.e. objects of adaptation),since it focuses on adaptation
processesthat take place in languages.

2. The socio-cultural-politicalsituation of the speechcommtuities involved. In the
'intensityof contact' the sociolinguisticfactor
introduction, I mainly mentioned
as
(co)determining the pervasivenessof interference.This was a simplification, in
that I used it as a cover term. Thomason & Kaufman (1988: 72) propose that
'cultural
their notion of
pressure'or 'intensityof contact'should be understoodas
any combination of the following factors (without ambitions of being exhaustive):
(a) the numeral relationship:the more speakersthere are in community B, the
stronger and more penetrating the influence will be; (b) the sociopolitical
dominance of community B over A; and/or (c) the degree of intimacy of the
actual (not the linguistic) contact between the two communities: whether the
contact pervades daily life or is restricted to the context of work. As a fourth
'culturalpressure',
socioculturalfactor constituting
Thomason& Kaufman (1988:
72) mention the element of (d) time.
The question as to how time influencesthe outcome of contact-induced
language change is all but simple. One aspect of time that undoubtedly exerts
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someinfluenceon the processof languagechangeis 'length of time'. There exists
a correlationbetweenthe duration of contact between two communitiesand the
pervasiveness
of the resulting interference:the longer the communities are in
contact,the more pervasivethe interferenceis likely to be. This rule, however,
only holds all other things being equal. Indeed, it is not hard to conceive of a
pair of casesof borrowing in which case 1 exhibits more extensiveborrowing
than case2, although there is a longer time of contact in the latter than in the
former. The reason may be found in one or more of the three sociocultural
factorsmentionedabove: number, dominanceand intimacy.For instance,the use
of the donor languagein case 2 might be restrictedto labor settings,whereas in
case1 it pervadesdaily life as well. As a matter of fact, Thomason & Kaufman
(1988:72) place length of time under the cover notion of 'cultural pressure',the
epiphenomenonof any combination of the four factors (number, dominance,
intimacy,
and time).
Now, how can time come up as an object of adaptation in the pragmatic
model?The linguisticoutcome of a contact situation is a function of the length
of time in the same way as it is a function of the other socioculturalfactors and
the linguisticfactors. Hence, 'length of time' constitutesa valuable object of
adaptationon a par with the others, and to be situatedamongst(and interacting
with) the other socioculturalfactors of number, dominance,and intimacy. Time
neededa somewhatmore thorough treatment that the other three, because an
essentially
temporal phenomenon such as languagechange requires an accurate
notionof time. A few more remarks about it will have to be made later on.
But let us first have a closer look at how the general socioculturalfactor of
'cultural pressure'
operates. Two clarificationshave to be made. A first one
involvesthe determinants of the quality of 'cultural pressure'.The degree of
culturalpressurewas said to be a result of the interaction between four factors:
dominance,intimacy, number, and length of time. Cultural pressureas such is in
fact an epiphenomenonof these four elements.Now, the list of four items is to
be seenas demonstrativerather than exhaustive.To take one example,attitudes
towardslanguagesand foreign languageint-luencealso play a role. They are, for
instance,manifested in language policies, among which we find the Acaddmie
as a(n) (in)famouscaseof purist languageideology.
frangaise's'Franglais'-phobia
But attitudinalperceptions,such as snobbism,can also constitutea promoting
factorin borrowing (see e.g. Goyvaerts1988on Zairean Indoubil).
A secondclarificationconcernsthe dominanceof 'cultural pressure'over the
first object of adaptation,the purely linguisticfactor. As r:epeatedlystated above,
the secondobject of adaptation overrulesthe first one. Let me elucidate this by
meansof an example, the increasingpressure exerted by Russian on Asiatic
Eskimo(Thomason & Kaufman 1988: 32-33).At the initial stage,the pre-Soviet
period,Russianloanwordswere highly adaptedto Eskimo phonologyand syllable
structure.Words such as bljudce (saucer),gay (tea) and paEka (bundle) became
pljusa,saja and paskaq in Asiatic Eskimo, where the unknown lgl and initial /b/
were replaced by the closest Eskimo sounds,lsl and /p/ respectively.At this
stage,when the degree of socioculturalcontact was not at all intense, factors
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'typological
'universal
such as
distance'and
markedness'clearly had a say. At a
later stage, in the Soviet period, Eskimos had daily contact with Russiansand
were taught in Russian schools.At this stage,the same loanwordswere rcalized
as follows: bljutca, Qo! and paEka (Thomason & Kaufman 1988: 33). Russian
sounds and syllable structures were kept, the linguistic factors of typological
distanceand universalmarkednesshad been overruled by contact intensity.
The relationshipbetween socioculturaland linguisticdeterminantsis a rather
complex one. In the introduction I referred to this as a mechanismof counterbalance.But how exactlydoes it work? In the caseof borrowing, the importance
of linguistic factors is inversely proportional to degreesof cultural pressure or
intensity of contact: the more intense the pressureof the (combination of the)
four sociocultural factors, the less influential linguistic structure will be.
Thomason & Kaufman distinguish five gradations of contact intensity at the
sociocultural level: casual contact, slightly more intense contact, more intense
contact, strong cultural pressure,and very strong cultural pressure.At the stages
of lesser contact intensity, linguistic factors will have an important influence on
linguistic interference: low typological distancewill allow more pervasive interference, high distance will function as an impediment. The more intense the
contact gets, the less significant the influence of the linguistic elements will
become. When intensity of contact has reached the fifth stage, namely very
strong cultural pressure,linguistic factors may have no bearing at all: "literally
everythinggoes" (Thomason& Kaufman 1988:91).
The gradationsof contact intensity in borrowing do not only have correlates
in (the degree of importance of the linguistic factors for) the final degree of
interference.These gradationsare also accompaniedby differencesin the types
of linguistic features (lexical or grammatical) that are affected (Thomason &
Kaufman 1988: 74fq. But this phenomenonwill be treated under levels of adapta ti o n ( 2. I . 2. ) .
lrt us at this point go back to the pragmatic model. For objects of adaptation we now have (1) the typologicaldistanceand universalmarkednessbetween
the two languagesinvolved; (2) the socioculturalphenomenon of cultural pressure, being a combination of at least four factors, (u) number, (b) political
relations, (c) intimacy, and (d) length of time. We have seen that the sociocultural factors determine the impact of the linguistic factor. For the pragmatic
model this has as an implication that the extent to which one object of adaptation exerts its influence (ranging from zero influence to full determination),
depends on the quality of a different object. Also in Verschueren'spragmatic
account of communication at the microlevel, some objects may influence the
importance of others. Thus the importance of an object such as 'speaker'ssex'
(1987: 65) may vary accordingto the type of social context (1987: 69). Similarly,
some elements can be excludedfrom the set of objects of adaptation, solely by
'the
force of the quality of a different object. In a casewhere
speaker'sposition
in the social world' (1987: 66) is such that the speaker'sprofessionis newsreader
for a radio station, another potential object of adaptation, namely 'bodily
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posture',will simply be irrelevant. Adaptation processesof all types, micro as
well as macro, exhibit some interaction between the objects of adaptation. This
interactionresults in a kind of 'equilibrium' which may involve the complete
overrulingof some potential objects.But in the caseof contact-inducedlanguage
changewe observea clear pattern (one specific object of adaptation, cultural
pressure,
alwaysdetermining to what degree or whether the linguistic factor will
be an object of adaptation),whereas for microsituationsthe prominence of an
objectis variablefrom caseto case.
The dominanceof the socioculturalfactor is not a complete mystery. The
sociocultural
factor is more than just an object of adaptation,a landmark against
whichlanguagegets adapted. As a matter of fact, it alsopromotes linguistic interference,and can thus be said to have a causal,triggeringinfluencein the process.
language contact, as a phenomenon, is undeniably in the first place a
sociocultural
matter. It is socioculturaland sociolinguisticfactors,and not factors
of the purely linguistictype, that bring communities6into contact. The linguistic
factorsdo not have such a triggering influence on interference.They can, so to
speak,only await contact, the context that makes it possiblefor interference to
happen.Typological similarity does not promole interference, it merely allows or
at bestfacilitates it.
The picture for objectsof adaptationfor borrowing now looks as follows. Six
elementshave been identified as the 'things'languagegets adapted to. Two are
of the strict linguistictype, namely typologicaldistanceand universalmarkedness.
The other four are of a socioculturalor sociolinguisticnature. These are the
numeralrelationshipbetween the two communities,the sociopoliticaldominance
of one communityover the other, the degreeof intimacy of the contact, and the
durationof the contact.The four socioculturalfactors closelyinteract to establish
'cultural pressure'.
the epiphenomenonof
As such, this can be seen as one
generalfactor in the determinationof languagechange,one object of adaptation.
The two linguisticfactors too are interrelated and hence can be said to be one
.l'he
objectof adaptation.
two objects of adaptationwe are left with, then, are
'culturalpressure'
and 'relative linguistic distance'.These two objects, as shown
above,do not stand unrelated to each other.
Before closing the issue of objects of adaptation, I want to indicate some
remainingproblemswith our treatment of time. As said before, languagechange
is aboveall a temporal matter, however trivial this may sound. My search for a
notion of time usable as an object of adaptation, has led to the more specific
'length
issueof
of time'. A borrowinglanguagecan be said to be adaptedto this
'length
of time' in that a different duration of contact will yield a different

6 ,.. or just their languages.Note that languagescan come into contact without the corresponding communities ever having been in actual, physical contact with each other, e.g. through their
writings. This is how Standard English borrowed certain syntactic features from [:tin, such as
the restriction of negatives to one per clause. But even in these cases,what brings the languages
in contactis a social trigger.
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linguistic outcome. This factor of 'length of time' operates as a closed unit,
characterizedby its external boundaries.It is an exactlydelimited, measurable
thing which in an almost space-likemanner (Luk6cs 1971:90) varies accordingto
size: in one caseof borrowing the 'length of time' is larger than in the other. This
closednotion of 'length of time' lacks temporalityin the senseof progressionof
time. Time does not proceed inside the boundariesof this 'length'. In fact,
nothing happens between the boundaries.Hence 'length of time' cannot function
as a true trigger (see the discussionon triggersabove) but only as an a-posteriori
unit, and a static unit at that./ Thus the notion leavesus with an a-temporality
that violently contrastswith the very essenceof languageevolution.The arrow of
time with its irreversibleprogressionis neglected.
A presentation of the objects of adaptation for a phenomenon such as
languagechange,with such a notion of time should not satisff us at all. Indeed,
we have to look for an integration of real time (i.e. the time arrow) into the
process of language change. The same requirement can be detected in
Verschueren'saccountof time in the pragmaticmodel. As the quotation at the
beginning of this section indicates,Verschuerenincludestime as an object of
adaptation for languagechange,provided some "'reinterpretation"is brought in.
This reinterpretation states that whereas at the level of microprocessestime
constitutesan object of adaptation in the senseof 'time referred to' (e.g. in
greetings such as "good morning", and in deixis (1987: 60-61)), in the case of
language change "Historical time" is the relevant notion. "Historical time" is
without doubt time in progress,'temporal time'. I will look for such an integration of real time in the pragmaticsof contact-inducedlanguagechange below
(section3).

2.7.2. The levelsof adaptation

In the pragmatic model, the levels of adaptation denote "any level of linguistic
structuring at which adaptation processesare at work" (Verschueren 1987: 77).
Every adaptation processinvolves'adaptationfeatures':"any feature of language
at any level of linguistic structuring, that is coadaptable with any object of
adaptationor that can be affectedby any adaptationprocess"(1987:77). Since it
is the borrowing languageand not the (items of the) donor languagethat is to be
consideredthe adapted language(see the discussionabove), 'levelsof linguistic
'levels linguisticstructuring'at which the
adaptation'are the actual
of
adaptation
process of borrowing is at work (e.g. the lexical or the syntactic level) in the
'adaptation
borrowing language.The notion of
features' seemsless useful in the
present context. The very item that is borrowed is new for the borrowing

?. Or, as time physicist Ilya Prigogine would have it, time's role is reduced from an
a mere'parameter' (1980).

'operator'

to
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language,
and can thus hardly be said to be an 'affected'languagefeature in the
borrowinglanguage.Nonetheless,it would be too rash to radically exclude, on
that basis,the notion of 'adaptationfeatures'. If we did, we would not to be able
to accountfor an essentialproperty of contact-inducedlanguagechange,the fact
that after the changesome linguisticelementsare there which were not present
'Adaptation
before.
features' can be viewed as sigttifyirtgchange ht the levels of
lingtisticstructuirtg.In other words, specificinnovationsare relevant in that they
signiff modification for the borrowing language,which remains our ultimate
targetof study.
Now, how can the actually affected levels of linguistic structuring and
particularlinguisticfeaturesbe identified?When sketchingthe dominanceof the
socioculturalfactor over the linguistic factor in the objects of adaptation (see
2.1.1),1claimed-- in passing-- that the degreeof contactintensitydoes not only
determinethe degree of interference,but that it also influencesthe selection of
the particular linguistic levels to be affected by the contact. As Thomason &
Kaufman indicate (1988: 74ff), 'casual contact' only involves lexical borrowing.
The scientificand technologicalloanwordsfrom English in many languagescount
as an examplefor this process.They are hardly -- or not at all -- accompaniedby
structuralor phonologicalinterference.The secondgradation involveswhat they
label "slight structural borrowing": a few syntacticand phonological properties
from the donor languagemay be found in the loanwords.Thus a Huastec dialect
(Mexico)borrowed some inflectional affixesand unfamiliar phonemessuch as f/
and /'r:/ from Spanish for use in Spanish loanwords. The third gradation is
accompanied
by "slightlymore structuralborrowing".Nahuatl is a good instance:
in addition to a considerable number of phonemes as well as derivational
suffixes,Nahuatl borrowed numerous function words, including conjunctionsand
pronounsfrom Spanish.Under conditionsof 'strong cultural pressure',the fourth
grade,"moderatestructuralborrowing" is involved.For example,in Estonian the
original possessivepronominal suffix was substitutedby an analytic possessive
constructionfrom German. The fifth grade is characterizedby "heavy structural
borrowing".An example of this fifth category is to be found in Asia Minor
Greek.Let me briefly elaborateon this casestudy of Asia Minor Greek as an illustrativeexample for the scale of correlated interferencefeatures which I have
just sketched.o
Asia Minor Greek is a Greek dialect which is characterizedby substantial
borrowingfrom Turkish (the information for this case study was derived from
Thomason& Kaufman 1988:215-222).On the contact-intensity
scale(see 2.1.1.)
the case of Asia Minor Greek is an instanceof 'very strong cultural pressure'
(objectof adaptation).The correlationat the linguisticlevel (levels of adapta-

& It should be noted that no compartmentalization is suggestedby this scale. The borrowing
processat one stage does not havc to be completed before features correlated with the subsequent stagecan begin to penetrate: lexical borrowing goes on while the first syntactical clements
are coming in. But there is an implicational relationship in that features situated 'higher' on the
'lower'
scalearc not borrowcd before some features
on the scale arc.
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tion) is 'heavy structural borrowing'. Both the lexical and the structural level of
Greek have been pervasivelyaffected.At the lexicallevels,the borrowed features
include content words (e.g. kizmeci 'fate') as well as function words (e.9. eyer'if ,
icin'because', rni (interrogativeparticle)). At the structurallevel, the penetrating
phonological interference can be exemplified by the adoption in the Greek
dialect of Turkish phonologicalprocessessuch as vowel harmony. In Turkish the
vowels of a suffix harmonize with the last vowel of the stem the suffix is attached
to (the back vowels lal,, lul, lol, hl form one harmony set, the front vowels lel, lil,,
lnl and lol form another). In Greek, which lacks this processof vowel harmony,
the plural suffix for nouns in -os is -m. In Asia Minor Greek, this suffix -ii is
often realized as -ui after stemswith a back vowel. For instance,artupu.s('man'),
plural artupui,, versus klefcis ('chiefl), plural klefcii. Both are native Greek
words: the adoption of the foreign phonologicalrule is not restricted to loanwords. A striking example of interference at the morphological level is the
adoption of agglutinativepatterns of noun and verb declension.In Greek, as an
Indo-European inflectional language, the intlectional suffixes carry a kind of
portmanteau function: one suffix indicatesseveralaspectsof declensionat once.
Turkish is an agglutinativelanguage:the suffix morphemes all have one single
declensionalor derivationaldenotationand they are used in combination.In Asia
Minor Greek, the inflectionalsystemin some caseshas had to give way to an agglutinative pattern. An example is: neka ('wife'), the genitive singular is neka-yu,
the nominative plural is nek-es,the genitive plural is a combination of these two
morphemes: nek-ez-yu.Finally, as an example of syntacticinterference in Asia
Minor Greek, there is the matter of word (o. constituent) order. Genitive
constructionswith layered possessors(e.g. 'the jeweller'swife's room') follow the
head in Greek ('to domatiort tisyinekastu xisoxou': 'the room of the wife of the
jeweller'), whereas in rigidly pretield Turkish they precede the head. Asia Minor
Greek has borrowed the prefield construction: 'quyumji enekss oda' ('of the
jeweller of the wife room').
lrt us now turn to the relevance of the scale of correlated interference
featuresfor the pragmaticmodel. As mentioned,'casualcontact'is only accompanied by lexical borrowing. From the second gradation of cultural pressure
onwards, structural borrowing comes in. 'Structuralborrowing' involvesinfluence
at the phonological,morphologicaland syntacticlevels.In their review of the
literature on alleged linguisticconstraintson interference,Thomason & Kaufman
(1988: chapter 2) argue that among the structuraltraits of languagesno subsystem or level can be said to be more resistantto foreign influence than any other.
When structural borrowing is involved all of the three levels may be aftected.
The only difference between the different stagesis the degree of pervasiveness.
For instance, the second gradation of cultural pressure ('slightly more intense
contact') may involve some instances of postfield positioned adjectives in a
languagewhich was originally prefield. In the fourth grade of contact intensity
this principle of postfield governmentwill be a much more decisivelyintegrated
part of the languagein terms of productivity.This implies that the only prediction that can be made on the actual linguisticlevel at which the adaptation
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processwill operate,will concernthe distinctionbetweenthe lexical level and the
structurallevel. More profound identificationsof linguistic features will be an
empiricalmatter.
We can conclude that the levels of adaptation are primarily determined by
the object of adaptation called 'cultural pressure'.The only practical prediction
that can be made concerns the distinction between lexical borrowing and
(lexical+)structuralborrowing.

2.1.3.TItestagesof adapration

In the pragmaticmodel the notion of stagesof adaptationaccountsfor "the temporal dimension of adaptation processes" (Verschueren 1987: 103).
Verschueren's
interpretation reads that there are several manifestationsof this
temporaldimension.
First of all, stagescan be distinguished'inside' every adaptation process.At
the level of microprocessessuch as face-to-facecommunication,this notion of
stagescan be found in the "dynamicsof verbal interaction"(1987: 104,and 1991),
consistingfor instancein the interplay between conversationalimplicatures and
presuppositions.
The secondmanifestationis to be situated 'outside' or 'between'
adaptationprocesses.Every process of adaptation forms part of an overall
behavior,and in this overall behavior they are themselvesarranged in a certain
chronologicalorder (1987: 103). Thus the main problem appears to be the
identificationof adaptation processes:we first have to find every separate
processof adaptationbefore we can look for stagesinternal to them and/or their
respective
chronologicalpositions.
Identifyingprocessesof linguisticadaptationmay be a more or less straightforward issue in microcommunicativecontexts,where every unit of interaction
countsas an empirically observablemanifestationof such processes.But how is
this to be undertakenin macroprocesses
of adaptationsuch as languagechange?
Somehints can be detected in Verschueren'stext. Perhaps the observation of
stages 'inside' the adaptation process underlies the following reasoning
(Verschueren
1987:105),
"lrxical borrowing, to take just one example, may start with an individual case of codeswitching which then gets repeated, copied, and generalized, leading to the general
adoption of the foreign item into the language,and ultimately to incorporation in such
a way that the foreign origin is no longer transparent for the speakersof the language
in qucstion."

The adaptationprocessis the processof lexicalborrowing,the internal stagesare
'linguistic
the phases of
integration' going from individual codeswitching to
generaladoption.
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'external' stages,i.e. between different adaptation
An articulation of the
processes,can be detected in Thomason& Kaufman's scaleof five gradationsof
contact intensity (see 2.1.1.).In this sense,the different gradesare each represented by a separate adaptation process.When demonstratingthe subordination
of the linguistic factor to the socioculturalfactor (see 2.1.1.), the example of
Russian interference in Asiatic Eskimo was adduced. This particular case of
borrowing is undeniably linked with the external notion of stagesof adaptation.
We saw that the pressure Russian exerted on the Eskimo community was not
constant over time. This changinggradation of contact intensity correlated with
reinforcing linguistic interference.Russian linguistic interference in Eskimo can
clearly be said to have occurred in different stages.
'external' stage, is thus
Every adaptation process, and accordingly each
demarcated in correlation with degrees of contact intensity, i.e. the varying
quality of the sociocultural factor. This means that an object of adaptation,
cultural pressure,operates as a criterion to distinguishadaptation processesand
the external stages. This observation further reinforces the potency of the
socioculturalfactor: we have seen that as an object of adaptation, the sociocultural factor regulatedthe participationof another object of adaptation,to wit the
linguisticfactor; when discussinglevelsof adaptation,I pointed out that these are
determined by the gradation of contact intensity;now it also turns out that, from
the angle of stagesof adaptation,the same object of adaptation plays a determining role (at least with respectto the externalstages).
It should be clear that the study of linguistic change through contact, as
exemplified by Thomason & Kaufman's work, is primarily a matter of external
stages.Investigatingcontact-inducedlanguagechange involves an inquiry at the
macrolevel of languagechange.The investigationof a phenomenon such as the
actual process of the integration of a borrowed item is not the concern of the
linguistic branch I am mainly dealing with in this paper. Rather, it concentrates
on the products of languagecontact, taking the integrated linguistic features as
its starting point and thus skipping the integration process.The study of the
linguistic integration process is traditionally consideredto belong to a distinct
field of research, mostly sociolinguistics(see Ohala 1974: 357 for an explicit
statement of this position).eThus, as this paper has contact-inducedlanguage
change as its topic, of both manifestationsof the stagesof adaptation the one at
the external level deservesour primary attention.
This position leads to some cumbersome observationsin relation to the
notion of time. A closer look at the two different manifestationsof stages of
adaptation reveals that time is present at two levels:there is a senseof time at
the internal level (the adaptationprocessitself containsstages),as well as at the
external level (the adaptation processesfollow each other in succession).The
problem with this binary appearanceof time has to do with the way these two
notions relate to each other. Time at the externallevel consistsin the diachronic

9. Such investigations of actual integration processes of borrowcd itcms can be found, for
instance, in Poplack, Sankoff & Miller 1988,and in Mougeon, Beniak & Valois 19{14.
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succession
of ditterent adaptation processes.But this means external time is
realizedby putting closed systemson a diachronic arrow. These systemsthemselveslack any notion of time: they are synchronicsystems.What this approach
to externaldiachronyactuallydoes is to stop the time for the adaptation processes themselves-- which should sound familiar (cf. the earlier ddiscussionat the
end of 2.1J.). This tlagrantly contradictory realization of time is all but satisfactoryfor the study of a quintessentiallytemporal phenomenonsuch as language
change.As Fabian (1983: 55-56) argues,the placing in successionof synchronic,
a-temporalstagesdoes not give to diachrony the meaning of history, but rather
eliminatestime. As indicated in connectionwith time as an object of adaptation,
a reintegrationof 'real time' in languagehas to be accomplished.A proposal in
thisdirectionwill be made in section3.

2.1.4.The degreesof adaptation
'Degrees adaptation'
of
in our current pragmaticmodel correspondto degreesof
consciousness
or degrees of 'accessibility'with which adaptation processes
operate(Verschueren1987: 107). In the microprocesses
of day-to-daycommunication,a discussionof such phenomena involves,amongst other things, notions
suchas implicitness,indirectnessand metaphoric use. With respect to language
change, Verschueren's account implies several instantiations of degrees of
cons c ious nes
s 8 7 :11 0 -1 1 ).
( 19
One of them can be detected in the above quotation on the process of
linguisticintegration in borrowing, i.e. "that the foreign origin is no longer
transparentfor the speakersof the languagein question".The notion of consciousness,
in this context, refers to the extent to which the speakers of the
borrowinglanguageare aware of their languagebeing affected.Consciousness
of
this kind is a rather important matter in some issues of interlinguistics.For
instance,for some scholars(e.g. Carol Myers-Scotton1983, 1988,and 1990) the
the question as to whether a linguistic item is recognizedas being of foreign
'strikes'
origin,and thus
the native speakerwhen it is used, or whether it forms,
on the other hand, an integrated and unobtrusivepart of the language,is significantin the distinction between codeswitchingand borrowing. This concept of
consciousness,
however,applies in the first place to what I have called (2.1.3.)
the processof 'linguisticintegration' in borrowing.As mentioned before, the ambitionsof this paper primarily concern contact-inducedlanguagechange,which,
in contrastto the integrationprocess,is situatedat a macrolevelof diachrony.
Verschuerenalludesto a secondmanifestationof 'degreesof consciousness',
which is in fact situated at the macrolevel of change. Language contact and
languagechange can be brought about by very deliberate (i.e. conscious)
decisionsat the level of languageplanningand policy.This is where the influence
of ideology on the direction of language change comes in. The fact that this
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influence of ideologycan be most decisiveis not a common locus in the literature, in spite of some striking examples. Fabian (1986) illustrates how the
Kiswahili variant spoken in the southern Shaba province of the former Belgian
Congo, was in fact the product of a very consciouscolonial ideology and policy.
He arguesthat this pidginized Kiswahili was artificiallyintroduced by the Belgian
colonial administrationto achievemaximal control over the colonized.Here, the
influence of ideology on languagechangeis of the most radical nature. It would
be an understatementto say that ideologyhas 'altered' or 'influenced'a previously establisheddirection of linguistic change.There was no linguistic basis at all
for the appearance of the Kiswahili variant in the region. Ideology is the very
causeof the actual emergenceand establishmentof the new language.
at the
The fact that Verschueren includes a manifestationof consciousness
level of motivating factors of languagechangesuch as politics and languageplanfor the pragmatic model. As a determinning, has some significantconsequences
ing factor of linguisticchange,languageplanning in fact belongsto the objects of
adaptation, to be placed, in the case of contact-inducedlanguagechange,under
the notion of cultural pressure.This means that in applying the model of pragis not only relevant with respect
matics, delineating the degree of consciousness
to the adaptation process itself ('what is going on'), but applies to objects of
adaptation as well. These objects of adaptation for which consciousnessis
relevant are not restricted to phenomenasuch as languageplanning and ideology. The case of Zairean Indoubil, mentioned above, in which attitudinal perceptions appear to be crucial, will also require reference to consciousnessin the
objectsof adaptation.
Thus, when we wish to approach contact-inducedlanguagechangepragmatically, we should not restrict the descriptionof degreesof adaptation to the adaptation processitself. The deliberatenessand consciousness
of some of the objects
of adaptation can be a crucial matter in some casesof languagecontact. Consequently, describing the degree of consciousness
of the object also constitutesa
cardinal component of a good pragmaticapproachto languagecontact.

2.7.5. The fwtctions of adaptatiort
'functions of adaptation' denotes the way in
In the pragmatic model, the term
which "adaptation processesare used or exploited 'strategically'in the course of
verbal interaction."(Verschueren7987: 113). ln verbal interaction,a distinction
can be made between surfacefunctions(e.g. presuppositionsare typically used to
establisha starting point of common knowledge)and strategicfunctions (e.g. the
'hidden'way
so
same presuppositioncan be used to share new informationin a
that the information is more difficult to deny). This approach to the functions of
adaptation is clearly microprocess-oriented.
The only way this notion of functions
can make sensein the study of contact-inducedlanguagechange,seemsto be in
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relationwith consciousand deliberate interventionsin languagechange.As said
above,this will in the first place be connectedwith the objectsof adaptation.
As Verschuerensuggests(1987: II4-115), languagepolicy can be investigated
in its surface functions as well as in its strategic functions. Notions such as
ideology,deeper political considerations,colonial ambitionsand the like will be a
matterof strategicfunctions. The surface functions of languagepolicies involve
the "rationalargumentsadduced"(1987: 114).This distinctionimplies a(nother)
tight associationwith the degrees of adaptation: the surface functions are the
readilyaccessiblemotives, the strategicfunctionsthe less accessibleones. In the
caseof ShabaKiswahili in the Belgian Congo (see above) the surface functions
canbe describedas follows. The Belgian colonial authorities presented as their
intentionsthe promotion to a useful lingua franca of a Kiswahili substrate already present in the region. Fabian points out that such a substrate never
'introduced'
existed.The languagewas
by the Belgians-- and this brings us to the
-strategicfunctions on a totally artificial basis,to establisha means of control
overthe colonized.
Any pragmatic approach to contact-inducedlanguage change will need a
descriptionof the functionsof adaptationin terms of surfacefunctions as well as
strategicfunctions.Describingthe functionsof adaptationwill necessarilyinvolve
referenceto the objectsof adaptationand to the degreesof adaptation.
This is where my account of the pragmatic perspectiveon borrowing ends.
The following is a recapitulation of the findings and implications. First of all,
what does it mean to approach a linguistic phenomenon pragmatically? As
Verschueren(1987: 117) summarizes:"A pragmaticperspectiveon any linguistic
phenomenon,property, structure, or process(...) requires its investigationin
termsof objectsof adaptation,levelsof adaptation,stagesof adaptation,degrees
of adaptation,and functions of adaptation".Verschuerenalso indicatesthat it is
rather crucial to "intertwine the various aspects"in an explicit manner (1987:
117).Now, what does it mean to approach a case of contact-inducedlanguage
changesuch as borrowing pragmatically?As a starting point, the definition of
borrowingand its placement in a framework opposingit to substratuminfluence
throughlanguageshift, requires an overall focus on the borrowing language.As
lbr the objects of adaptation,two elementshave to be described.These are (1)
the linguistic element, in terms of relative distance,and (2) the sociocultural
element,in terms of cultural pressure.This cultural pressureis itself an epiphenomenonof diverse types of sociolinguisticand socioculturalconditions,of which
the list proposed above is selectiverather than exhaustive.This second object,
cultural pressure, has determining control over the first. This implies that a
considerationof the two objects should not treat them separatelybut always in
termsof their mutual interaction.The potencyof the secondobject of adaptation
alsorequiresthat this element be scrutinizedrather thoroughly.Its dominance is
further indicated by its influence on the levels of adaptation and the stagesof
adaptation,which is an additional argument for requiring attention to the
intertwiningof the severalanglesin the pragmaticapproach.With respect to the
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levels, the main distinction appears to be between the lexical and the gramand empirical attestation.As for
matical, the rest being a mattei of pervasiveness
the stages, it was argued that --in principle-- we have to distinguish between
stages irnitttin the adaptation pror.si.t, and stages represented by adaptation
vis-d-viseach other. This distinction,however,brings about a problempro"cesses
a
atic notion of time, which cannot be passedby inctifferentlyin dealing with
this
settle
tc-r
proposal
A
change.
as
language
such
issue
basically temporal
problem of a-temporal time will be macle below (see sectiol -3-).Just like the
in a
itug", of adaptation, the degreesof adaptationcall for a twofold treatment
the
of
accessibility
of
degree
the
is
there
pra-gmaticapproach to borrowing. First,
accessibiliSecond,
languages.
changing
the
of
iing.ristlc
-and changesfor the speakers
can be crucial qualificationsof objectsof adaptation as well,
consciousness
ty
in terms of the impact of ideology,linguage policiesand all other manifestations
of
of language attitudes, on languagechinge. The description of the functions
to
related
tightly
thus
and
is
policies
adaptatioi, finally. also lead ur to language
th e degr eesof adaPta ti o n '
I will now turn to the secondtype of contact-inducedlanguagechangein the
Thomason & Kaufman framework, substratuminfluence through languageshift.
to
Many observationsmade in the account of borrowing will also be relevant
appear.
will
divergences
essential
languageshiti, although some

2.2. The pragmatics of interferencethrough languageshift
According to the definition (see 1'2.), the perspectivein an inquiry of language
shift should be on the languagettre speakersshift to. If speakersof languageA
shift to language B, B is the actually affectecllanguage,and in the pragmatic
'thing' that gets adaPted.
model, the

2.2.1. The objectsof adaPtatiott
as
The objects of adaptation for languageshift are generallyspeakingthe same
The
factor.
for boriowing, viz.'(1) the linguisticfactor, and (2) the sociocultural
linguistic facior involves (a) universal markednessand (b) typological distance'
to
The first of these elements predicts that "shifting speakersare likely to tail
Likewise'
51).
1988:
&
Kaufman
(Thomason
the
TL"
of
acquire marked features
will
a iypological match between linguistic subsystemsof the contact languages
facilitat.-interference. Also the socioculturalfactor can be maintained for inter-
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ference through shift, although a reinterpretation of the concept 'cultural
pressure'
is needed.
'cultural
pressure'includesthat in casesof language
This reinterpretationof
shift it is generally to be envisioned as 'accessibility/availability
of the target
language',
becauselanguageshift in the first place involvesthe learning of a new
languageby a community. Availability of the target language is, however, a
functionof the same factors as those mentioned for cultural pressurein borrowing,suchas intimacy of contact (when the use of the languagepervadesdaily life,
it is more accessible)and the relative sizesof the two groups (the more speakers
thereare of the TL, the more accessiblethis TL will be). Although it should be
borne in mind that there are cases in history of conquerors being absorbed
linguistically,
the third factor, sociopoliticaldominance,does not have to be ruled
out. In those caseswhere it is clearly the conqueredcommunity that abandonsits
language,the degree of political dominancewill surely influence the degree of
Tl-accessibilityfor the dominated community.As Thomason & Kaufman suggest
(1988: II9-120), time, our fourth factor in the concept of cultural pressure, is
alsorelevantfor languageshift. For instance,the longer the contact between the
communitiesbefore the influenced group actually begins to shitl to the TL, the
higherthe probability that the shitting group will become fully bilingual. When
they then make the actual shift, the influence of their previous languagewill be
much more reduced. Note that the notion of time is again nothing more than
'length of time'. Progressionof time
is not at issue. Time is a bounded unit,
'amount'.
qualitledby a specific
This notion of time is a static one, denying the
very essenceof the temporal dimension.
As was said for borrowing, this list of four socioculturalfactors does not
aspireto exhaustiveness.
Again, at least the notion of languageattitudes could be
added.The importance of the learner's attitudestowards the target languagein
secondlanguage acquisition and their role in interference is now commonly
accepted(see, e.g., the case studies reported in Spolsky 1969 and Gardner &
Lambert 1972).lrss clearly acknowledgedis the influenceof the native speakers'
evaluationof the foreignerflearnerin the secondlanguagelearning process.Ryan
(1983) points out that maintaining native language features in one's second
languagecan protect the foreigner from being evaluated along all the sociolinguisticnorms and expectationsof the Tl-community, and can for instance
relievehim or her of any responsibilityfor impolite behavior. Most interesting
insightsin this respect are advancedby Karol Janicki (1986). He interprets
secondlanguageperformance by foreigners/immigrants
as primarily a matter of
socialroles, in which the foreigner's expressivefreedom is restricted by certain
'linguistic
rights' imposed upon him or her by the native speakersof the host
community(tor a similar viewpoint, see Harder 1980:268-269).Native speakers,
for instance, evaluate as undesirable the use of slang or obscenities by the
immigrant,as well as the expressionof personalfeelingsor opinions on sociopolitical issuesinternal to the host country,whereasa slightly diverging pronunciation may be appreciatedas charming.The significanceof such host-attitudesfor
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linguistic interference is not hard to trace once we recognizethat the foreigner
may be inclined to conform to the standardshe or she is being evaluatedby.
The way in which the two objects of adaptationinteract is different in cases
of languageshift. In the caseof borrowing,the interactionbetween the objects of
adaptation was shown to be based on a principle of counterbalance:the intluence of the linguistic factor decreasedas cultural pressureincreased.In the case
of language shift, the picture is less clear. The influence of linguistic factors in
this more drastic type of languagecontact is always more limited than it is in
borrowing, even in the less pervasivecases.Linguistic interference in language
shift takes less time, sometimesas little as a generation(Thomason & Kaufman
1988:41 and 119f0. And the linguisticfactors are nearly alwaysoverruled, so
that it is hard to establishtheir influence on the final result. The fact that the
degree of interference is alwaysrather high also meansthat there is not as spectacular a diversity in gradations as in the case of borrowing. Thomason &
Kaufman only distinguishtwo degreesof linguistic interference in shift: "slight
interference" and "moderate to heavy interference"(1988: IZIff). In 'moderate
interference' and certainly in 'heavy interference' the influence of linguistic
factors in determining the linguistic outcome is reduced to zero, just as in the
fifth grade of the borrowing scale(Thomason& Kaufman 1988:53).
The influence of the second object of adaptation,cultural pressure,is thus
paramount. A striking observationis that in languageshift the cultural pressure
(in terms of TL accessibility)is inverselyrelated to the linguisticresult of contact.
The stronger the cultural pressure,the less linguistic interference will appear.
Since high cultural pressure from the dominating community implies high
availability of the TL for the shifting speakers,those shifting speakers will
introduce only few elements of their native languageinto the TL. In the above
distinction between 'slight interference'and 'moderate to heavy interference',the
former is connected with high accessibilityof the TL, and the latter with low
accessibility.This means that the process of linguistic interference through
language shift can be completely halted: when the contact is extremely intense,
the speakerswill learn their TL perfectly,and there will hence be no interference
at all (Thomason & Kaufrnan 1988: 41 and 111). The process of interference
stops when the grammar of the TL is perfectly acquired: the shifting speakers
have reached full proficiency in the TL. As mentioned above (see note 5), one
could raise the question as to wherepragmaticinterferencecomes in. This will be
treated in connectionwith the levelsof adaptation(2.2.2.).
The objects of adaptation for language shift can thus be summarized as
follows. Two main objects are involved: relative linguistic distance and cultural
pressure. The first object contains the same elements as in borrowing, i.e.
universal markednessand typologicaldistance,although its impact is much more
restricted in language shift. The second object, the epiphenomenonof cultural
pressure,is first of all to be understoodin terms of Tl-accessibility.This notion
of accessibilityis to be taken as broadly as possible to accommodate quite
diverse conditions such as practical availabilityand languageattitudes.Finally, in
language shift the interaction between the two objects of adaptation will not be
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as clearly identifiable as in borrowing, and the dominant second object of
is inverselyrelatedto the degreeof linguisticinterference.
adaptation
2.2.2.The levelsof adaptation

For the levelsof adaptation less can be predicted than in the case of borrowing,
becauseof the lower diversityin gradationsof interferencein languageshift, and
becauseof the high degree of pervasivenessin all cases. In Thomason &
Kaufman'saccountof languageshift the lexicon of the TL is alwaysfully adopted. Thus, lexical interference never occurs. Substratum influence through
languageshift starts with structural interference.For borrowing I stated that the
onlyrelevantdistinctionbetween levelsof linguisticstructuringto be affected was
the one between lexicon and grammar. At the grammaticallevel, all subsystems
were said to be equally prone to being affected and that there were only
differencesin pervasiveness.Since no lexical interference is involved in language
shift,there is no differentiation of affected levels of linguistic structuring left. T'he
of
degreeof cultural pressurewill determine --albeit inversely--the pervasiveness
which will from the very beginninginclude phonology,morphology
interference,
'slight structural interand syntax.When Tl-accessibility is high, there will be
ference'.This involvesphonological,syntacticand minor morphologicalfeatures.
With low Tl-accessibility, the correlated degree of linguistic interference is
'moderateto heavy'. This is characterizedby more examplesof phonology and
syntax and, in addition, interference in inflectional morphology as well
(Thomason& Kaufman 1988: 121).Again, it is impossibleto make more specific
predictionsabout the outcome of interference.Linguistic results appear to differ
considerablyeven between cases quite similar in terms of accessibility.With
respect to the levels of adaptation this means that most questions remain
empirical.
An exampleof 'slight interference'through shift is the influence of Hungarian on a northern Serbocroatian dialect. Hungarian speakers shifting to the
Serbocroatian
dialect failed to learn the complex accent patterns of the TL, and
introducedthe fixed stressfrom Hungarian into that TL (Thomason & Kaufman
1988:62 and 122). The Finnic influence in Lithuanian is a good example of
'moderate
interference'.Lithuanian acquired three new casesin its inflectional
morphology,the illative, the allative and the adessive(Thomason & Kaufman
1988:242-243).
In the same way as for borrowing, Thomason & Kaufman present an
overwhelmingamount of data concerninglinguisticinfluence motivated by shift.
However(as mentioned in note 5 and above),pace a minor hypotheticalallusion
'accent'
to prosody and
(1988: 42), there is hardly any reference to pragmatic
interference.Although Thomason & Kaufman repeatedlyargue for the penetrating power of interference leaving no grammatical subsystemunaffected, they
seemto imply that interferenceonly occurs with respect to the 'classicalfour':
lexicon,phonology, morphology and syntax.This shortcomingis not only to be
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blamed on Thomason & Kaufman. As is more and more commonly accepted
(see,e.g.,Romaine 1989:53, Prince 1988:505), pragmaticinterferencehas been
unjustly ignored in interlinguistics.However, some linguistic transfers of a pragmatic kind have been attested.
In the field of borrowing (in the strict senseimposedby the framework) very
little has been published that is of direct pragmatic relevance.Perhaps Winter's
account of stylisticborrowing in Russiancan be considereda study of 'pragmatic
borrowing' (Winter 1973: 144). Winter mentions how Russian developed a
scientific style independent of an already existing literary mode under the
influence of scientificGerman. A clearer caseof pragmatic borrowing is without
doubt Prince's account of Slavic influence in Yiddish (Prince 1988). She argues
that Yiddish borrowed a Slavic pragmatic procedure to put propositions into
focus position and mark them as presupposed.Prince illustrateshow these discourse functions are used with native Yiddish syntactic constructions,so that
there can be no question that the focus-presupposition
patterns represent a true
caseof pragmatic borrowing.
In studiesof substratuminfluencein languageshift, pragmatic interferenceis
significantly better represented.First of all, pragmatic influence is frequently
attested in the well-establishedtradition within second language acquisition
research concentrating on Hymesian sociolinguisticcompetence (".g. Holmes
1978;Holmes & Brown 1977;Loveday 7982;Scarcellaet al. (eds.) 1990),and on
speechacts in particular (e.g. Blum-Kulka 1982;Cohen & Olshtain 1981;Rintell
1979; Wolfson 1981). Still within second languagelearning studies,a few more
recent publications report on the transfer of information structuring devices
(Rutherford 1989,Tr6vise 1986).Second,pragmaticinterferencein languageshift
has been attestedby scholarsinvolved in the disciplineof intercultural communication (e.g. Gumperz 7982,,1990,and Gumperz (ed.) 1982;Chick 1985; Scollon
& Scollon 1981, 1983), although the aspect of transfer is usually not explicitly
elaborated in these studies.Finally, in a case of first languageattrition in shift,
the typological problem child in Thomason & Kaufman's framework (see 1.2.),
Tao & Thompson (1991) have recently observedthe adoption of backchanneling
strategies.
For Thomason & Kaufman, the processof substratuminfluence through language shift seems to terminate where the shifting speakersknow all the formal
aspects of the TL. Thomason & Kaufman thus imply that proficiency in a
language is achieved when one masters all these formal aspects. However,
intercultural communicationstudies,in particular the ones by Gumperz, demonstrate that speakers can master all the purely linguistic (formal) aspectsof the
target language,appearing in that way to be perfect bilinguals,while they stick to
their native pragmatic system (e.g. with respect to elements"signalingdiscourse
cohesion"(Gumperz 1990:223-224)suchas prosody,deixis,interjections,and the
like). The pragmatic differencesbetween their version of the TL and the original
version, forms the basis of numerous misunderstandingsin interethnic communication. It is important for the study of contact-inducedlanguagechange to
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observethat the process of interterence does nol end where Thomason &
Kaufmanthought it did, i.e. at the level of formal proficiency.
The incorporationof pragmaticinterferencehas some significantimplications
for the theory of contact-inducedlanguagechange. As studies d la Gumperz
pragmatic differencesdo not disappearas the intensity of contact
demonstrate,
increases.Interlocutors mostly ignore the precise reasons for communicative
misunderstandings
caused by the differencesin pragmatic systems.In perfectly
good faith, they may make a valiant attempt to overcome the communicative
breakdownby unconsciouslyusing a more accentuatedform of their pragmatic
system,a potential communicativetragedy.The more frequent the contact, the
more stubborn and accentuatedthe adherencemay be by the speakersof the
shiftinglanguageto their own pragmaticsystem.This means that whereaslexical
and grammaticaldifferencesgradually disappear as contact gets more intense,
the oppositemay happen at the level of pragmaticinterference.
In the application of the pragmatic model to cases of linguistic influence
throughlanguageshift, the descriptionof the levelsof adaptationwill be a more
extensiveenterprise than in the case of borrowing, because interference in
languageshift is as a rule stronger than in borrowing. Second, this description
will by definition only involve the structural layering of the language,not the
lexicon.Within this structural level variability will only be correlated with pervasiveness,
which is regulated --albeit inversely--by the degree of cultural pressure,one of the objects of adaptation. Rather few predictions on the actually
affectedlinguisticfeatures can be made. Finally, the levelsof adaptation and the
range of adaptation features for languageshift (and contact-inducedlanguage
changein general) should be extended beyond the purely core-linguisticelements.The transferabilityof paralinguisticand pragmatic phenomena should be
takeninto considerationas well.

2.2.3.Tlrc stagesof adaptatiort

The two manifestationsof stagesof adaptation establishedfor borrowing, occur
in languageshift as well. First of all, there are stagesinternal to an adaptation
process.This involves the microlevel of the actual integration process of the
'error'
interferingfeatures.Most innovationswill start with an idiosyncratic
due
to imperfect learning (in the broad sense,cf. attitudes and availability). This
errorcan either be correctedand disappear,or it can spreadand get established
in the new languageof the shifting speakers,who might view it as a genuine
propertyof the TL. A further step may be that also the native speakersof the
TL adopt the new feature in their version of the language.
Thomason & Kaufman include this last step in their definition of language
shift (1988: i.a. 39), although I doubt whether that is necessary.We can still
speakof languagechange even if the original speakersof the TL retain exactly
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the same languageas before. The TL can be said to have changedbecauseof the
way in which it is spoken by the shifting community, and the label of 'substratum
influence through language shift' is still appropriate. The result of such an
imperfect learning without affecting the native languageof the TL community is
a split into two versionsof the same language.This is what is involved when we
talk about different 'Englishes'or 'Frenches'throughout the world. This kind of
divergenceof the same original languagecan form the basis for seriouscommunicative breakdowns in international and intercultural communication (see
Gumperz 1982 and Gumperz (ed.) 1982,B.B.Kachru (ed.) 1983,among many
others). Appreciating this, the study of substratuminfluence through language
shift could make a considerablecontribution to the field of intercultural communication.As the recent edition by Scarcellaet al. (1990) suggests,it seemsthat
scholarsin second languageacquisitionand studentsof intercultural communication are becoming more and more aware of the fact that their fields of investigation are closelyintertwined.lo
The second manifestation of stages of adaptation is to be found in the
temporal successionof processesof adaptation.In languageshift this could, for
instance, be accounted for by distinguishingdegrees of TL proficiency. The
number of interference features will decreaseas the TL becomes more accessible. This implies that even featuresalready stabilizedin the new version of the
TL may disappear ('decreolization').The distinguishablesteps represent distinct
adaptation processes,and we are thus dealingwith what I have previouslycalled
the 'external' stagesof adaptation.It is clear that the idea of diachronyexpressed
in this account of the external stagesshowsthe same deficiencywas the case in
the treatment of borrowing. Diachrony is nothing more than a result of arranging
static,synchronicentities in a successive
order, and this underminesthe introduc'real
tion of
time'.
Again, a conclusioncan be drawn about the potency of the secondobject of
adaptation, cultural pressure. Apart from its impact on the other object of
adaptation and on the levels of adaptation, it also appears to regulate the
(external) stagesof adaptation.

2.2.4. The degreesof adaptatiort

In the same way as in borrowing, also in languageshift a connection can be
made between the degreesof adaptation and the stagesof adaptation. Degrees
are relevant for the integrationprocessat a micro level: to what
of consciousness
extent are speakersaware of the spread and establishmentof innovativefeatures
in the TL? In this connection, it might be interesting to know whether the

10. This is not to deny the existence of earlier, less explicit integrations of both fields, such as
Jenny Thomas's excellent contributions (c.g. 1983, 1984).
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speakersare aware of the errors they make, which constitute one potential
sourceof interference(on metalinguisticawarenessin second languageacquisition,seee.g.SharwoodSmith 1981).
The notion of degree of consciousnessalso applies at the macrolevel of
languageshift. The factors determining the linguisticoutcome of languageshift,
or even the very causesof language shift, can represent a specific degree of
consciousness.
The earlier observations concerning the possible impact of
languageplanning and ideology on the direction or actual occurrence of interferencein languagecontact, hold for language shift as well. For instance, in
industrializedcountrieswith a high number of immigrant workers, decisionsat
the level of languageplanning can be taken to force the immigrant communities
to integratelinguisticallyas quickly as possible,and even to ban the use of their
originallanguage.If the linguistic immersion is successfullycarried out over a
shorttime span, substratuminterferencethrough languageshift will be minimal.
There are also determining factors of languageshift with a specific degree of
consciousness
that foster linguisticinterference.When dealing with the objects of
adaptation,it was pointed out that imperfect learning (low accessibility)is in
somecasesa matter of attitudinal perceptionsof the TL, and that interference
can be a result of evaluationson behalf of the hearer as well (cf. the studiesby
Ryan,Janickiand Harder, cited above).
Both ideology in languageplanning and attitudes belong to the objects of
adaptation.Thus, when we are treating the degreesof adaptation in a pragmatic
approachto languageshift, the search for degreesof consciousnessshould be
carried out not only with respect to the actual adaptation process, but with
respectto the objectsof adaptationas well.

2.2.5.Thefwtctiorts of adaptatiort

The functionsof adaptationwill deservethe same treatment in languageshift as
in borrowing.Their most relevant contribution will be in the area of conscious
objectsof adaptation such as languageplanning.The distinctionbetween surface
and strategicfunctions can be maintained.A most interestingfield for investigating these functions is certainly the branch of educational policies in bilingual
programsfor immigrant workers. For instance, immigrant children in Bavaria
receivehighly inadequate instruction in German. In school these children are
taught in their first language and in total isolation from the German children
(Romaine1989: 219-220).The strategicfunction of this policy related to (potential) languageshift is the hidden intention of leaving the door open for a repatriation of these immigrants.As a surfacefunction, the Bavarian authorities could
adducenoble motives such as the preservationof cultural traditions.
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A pragmatic approach to languageshift is not fundamentallydifferent from
such a perspectiveon borrowing. One of the basicsis the systematicinterrelation
of the different angles constituting the pragmatic approach. The functions of
adaptation cannot be describedwithout reference to the degreesof adaptation.
Just like in borrowing, consciousness
and surface/strategicfunctions are crucial
notions when dealing with the impact of ideologyand languageplanning on language shift. Neither functions nor degreescan be describedwithout reference to
the objects of adaptation.In turn, these objectsof adaptationhave an undeniable
influence on the levels and stagesof adaptation.The main points to recall about
the objects of adaptation are that the linguisticfactor is of much less importance
than it is in borrowing, that Tl-accessibility is the most crucial notion when
talking about 'cultural pressure',and that the degree of linguistic interference is
inversely related to cultural pressure.For the levels of adaptation it was argued
that an adequate accountwill be mostly an empirical matter. Furthermore, it was
suggestedthat the possibilityof pragmaticinterferenceshould be appreciated,for
it can be quite significant in the study of intercultural (mis)communication.
Finally, also in languageshift two different manifestationsof stagesof adaptation
should be reckoned with: internal stagesand external stages.The problematic
'timeless'
externalstagesremains.In the following
notion of time involved in the
section I will advancea possibleway to overcomethis fundamentalproblem of adynamismand a-historicityin interlinguistics.

3. Pragmatics and (a-)dynamicdiachrony

The problems encounteredwith time in a pragmatic model for borrowing and
languageshift can be summarizedas follows. First of all, no really dynamic time
appeared to be included among the objects of adaptation. The only notion of
'amount of time' (which in se remains a
time present was the static unit of
valuable object). Since the objectsof adaptationdenote the factors that influence
the linguistic outcome of a contact situation,the absenceof dynamic time among
these objects implies that real time has no role to play whatsoeverin contactinduced languagechange.Contact-inducedlanguagechange is thus left without
'timelessness'
has been detected with respect to
any kind of dynamism.Second,
the stagesof adaptation, which, ironically, are the very carriers of the temporal
dimension of adaptation processes.As we were engagedin consideringlanguage
change as a macrophenomenonin which only the products of tlte change are
relevant, diachrony in the stagesof adaptationwas merely a manifestationof a
successiveorder of synchronicunits. These synchronicunits themselveslack any
notion of time; they are extractedfrom their historical situation and are in that
'a-chronic'.Diachrony in contact-inducedlanguage
sensenot just synchronic,but
change can seeminglyonly be talked about by negatinginternal time within the
adaptation processes.It is exactly this negation of internal time that makes
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diachronyan a-historicalnotion. By this negation,time is reduced to an outcome.
'result' of a
Time is not inherently present in the diachrony,but it is a mere
methodolobry
of sequencing.
A way out of the quandary of a-historicityand a-dynamismin diachrony can
alreadybe suggested.In order for real time to find its way back into language
change,the establishmentof a connection between internal time and external
time is a precondition.This means that the study of contact-inducedlanguage
'overarching',
changemay not be restrictedto the
macrolevelof change.Contactinducedlanguagechangeshould not be approachedsolely from the point of view
of the linguistic products, the results of the change.An investigationinto the
actual interfering process is to be incorporated. This investigation has to be
'directly',
carriedout
i.e. it may not rest on indirect deduction from the study of
'discourse-centered
the (static)products of languagecontact. What we need is a
approach'to interference,to use Joel Sherzer's(1987) terms. The incorporation
of the actual interference processwill clearly allow us to do away with the ahistoricityof time as expressedin the stagesof adaptation.But also the problems
with 'length of time' can be tackled,as concentrationon the processrather than
'dynamize'
on the product will
the arrow of time, and turn time into a trigger (or
operator)rather than a parametermeasurableonly a posteriori.
Now, what does all this mean for the pragmatic perspective?If we want to
studycontact-inducedlanguagechangepragmatically,and if the study of contactinducedlanguagechange needs an incorporation of the microlevel or on-going
interferenceinto the study of the macrodevelopmentof language change, we
cannot but choose a pragmatic perspective for the approach to the actual
discourse-centered
investigationas well. Indeed,it is quite evident that if we want
to do away with the time-eliminating separation of the microprocessesfrom
we should at least approach both with one and the same model.
macrochange,
What I am suggestingis not two separateapplicationsof the pragmatic model,
one for the macrophenomenonof languageas outlined in the foregoing sections
of this paper, and one for the actual processof linguistic interference in discourse.Rather, in order to comply with the demand for an integration of the
micro- and macroaspects,
the phenomenonis consideredone reality and both
aspectshave to be approachedwith one unifying pragmatic frame of reference.
The accountof a pragmaticmodel of borrowingand languageshift, as elaborated
in the foregoingsectionsof this article, still holds as a frame of reference for the
pragmaticsof contact-inducedlanguagechange.What I want to argue is that the
microissuehas to be approachedin such a way that it fils in the overall pragmatic perspective,i.e. the fundamental principles of the pragmatic perspectivehave
to be respected.
As was indicated in the introduction,to apply a pragmatic perspectiveto any
languagephenomenon means that languageis to be considered in view of its
functionality.The study of the microprocessesof linguistic interference in
'language
communicationhas to take
use' as a central issue.This implies an
approach:referenceto other than linguisticconditionswill be ininterdisciplinary
'linguistic
dispensable.
Furthermore, the ultimate aim must be to cope with
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choice'. Hence, motivations for interferencemust be discovered,and these must
be searchedfor with reference to use and extralinguisticconditions.Finally, the
'adaptability', 'variability' and 'negotiability', needed to
three pivotal notions
understand the making of choices,should form an integrated part of the investigation.
Before turning to what I believe counts as a good example of such an
approach, the following comment should be added. When concentrating on
discoursemotivations for linguistic interferences,we are actually inquiring into
the motivations which prompt one individual, at a very specific moment (the
moment of discourseinteraction),to adopt foreign elementsin his or her speech.
I take the problem of the conclusiveincorporationof new elementsin the langue
of the speech community as ultimately reducible to such questionsof discourse
motivations, given that the incorporated elements will be those individual
innovations that have yielded some kind of felicity in the discourseand/or for
which several individualsshare the same motivation to realize the change.As a
starting point, I hereby adhere wholeheartedly to Benveniste'slatin motto nihil
est in lingua quod non pius fueit in oratione (1966: 131), and I follow Keller's
insights (1982, 1985) considering language change at the level of the langue as
the unintended collective consequenceof individual, intended actions. In other
words, though language change is not the result of direct human intention or
designrl,it is still the resultativeeffect of human actions.
I think Fabian (1982) provides us with a proper illustration of the proposed
discourse-centeredapproach to interference,with loyalty to the fundamental
principles of the pragmatic perspective.Fabian scrutinizesthe French lexical
interferencesin Shaba Kiswahili in post-colonialZaire. He explicitly renounces
any approach that would take an a-posteriorilist of loans as its starting point to
conjecture about motivations for, or channelsof borrowing (1982: 18). Fabian
analyzes actual texts and conversations,and thus chooses to deal with the
"lexicon-in-actioninstead of the lexicon qua wordlist" (7982: 37). His main
concern is to account for the variability in occurrencesof the French loanwords.
Fabian first showsthat a great number of the loanwordscannot be accounted for with reference to lexical gaps: they all have equivalent Kiswahili
counterpartsin the lexical knowledgeof the speakers,and many of these equivalents even occur in the same texts.Fabian arguesthat the variability in incidence
of loans is a function of performative and stylistic motivations. For instance,
French loanwords are sometimes introduced to signal the multilingual competence of the speaker (1982:27). Another function of such loanwordscan be to
create the effect of mocking the pretensions of a parvenu (7982: 30). He
furthermore demonstratesthat Swahili speakerssometimesuse French loans to
establish a specific atmosphere representing "life in the big city" (1982: 31).
These motivations for the introduction of French loans cannot be understood
without reference to the social and sociolinguisticsituation in multilingual post-

ll. However, remember the example of the radical impact of ideology in the Shaba Kiswahili
case (Fabian 1986).
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colonial Lubumbashi, and Fabian does indeed not hesitate to situate these
communicativedeeds within the larger context of an modern urban African
society.
Fabian qualifies the entire range of stylistic motivations for borrowing as
"poeticborrowing".Fabians methodologyis clearly interpretive, and it takes full
accountof the central notion of 'negotiability'.Negotiability implies that the
makingof choicesis not a mechanicalenterprisebeing carried out on the basis
of fixed rules.There is no straight form-function correlation:the same communicativefunctions can be fulfilled by the most diverse linguistic choices,and the
samelinguisticchoice does not alwaysserve the same function. I think the only
soundmethodologyto do justice to this principle of negotiabilityis an interpretive one.
Fabian'saccount is an analysisof communicativebehavior.This communicative behavior, however, is representativefor a specific Kiswahili variant. This
variant is not at all instable, but it is characterizedby conventionality and
recognizability.The speakers share a common ground of understanding and
recognition(Fabian 1982:36f0, and the code functions as a consistentmeans of
communicationfor a specific community.All this is to say that the relevanceof
his studytranscendsthe strict area of the microprocesses
of interference,and can
readilybe incorporated into a broader (pragmatic) investigationof macrolevel
languagechange.
We can conclude that Fabian's account meets the requirementsfor a pragmatic approach to the linguistic interferenceprocessat the microlevel. It is this
kind of investigation(concentratingon use and motivationsfor linguistic choices,
with similar attention to interdisciplinarity,and with a genuine appreciation for
variability,adaptabilityand negotiability)that we need to be able to incorporate
the accountof microprocessesinto a general pragmatic approach based on our
coherentframe of reference.This incorporationwill ultimately mean a significant
enrichment for the field of interlinguistics.The doors towards historical and
dynamicdiachronywill finally be open.

4. Conclusionsand further suggestions

ln this paper, contact-inducedlanguagechange has been my primary concern. I
haveexaminedhow such changecould be approachedfrom a pragmatic point of
view. To that end, Verschueren'sframe of reference was taken as a starting
point, becauseit is a relatively comprehensivemodel for the pragmatic study of
linguistic phenomena. On the basis of Thomason & Kaufman's distinction
betweenborrowing and substratuminfluence through shift, I have tried to adapt
Verschueren'spragmatic frame of referenceto the needsof the study of contactinducedlanguagechange.In particular, a descriptiveframework required for an
'pragmatic'was
approachto languagecontactto be
elaborated.This elaboration
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involved an identificationof what should minimally be ret'erredto. Thus I hope
to have opened the way to an inclusionof the field of contact-inducedlanguage
changewithin the scope of pragmaticlanguagestudies.
There are numerous advantagesof a pragmatic approach to language
contact phenomena.First of all, it offers an approachin which languageis in the
first place considered in view of its functionality and contextuality,two major
factors in language change and language contact. Secondly, thanks to the
incorporation of a notion of 'consciousness',
it can account for the forceful
impact which a factor such as ideology and deliberate choice can have on
languagechange.Finally, the pragmaticperspectivewas shown to be able to give
languagechangethe dynamismand historicityit is entitledto.
In discussing(in section 3.) the implicationsfor the pragmatic perspectiveof
the shift from the macroplaneof the product to the microsituationof discourse,
it was claimed that also the microsituation should be approached from the
pragmatic perspective.I argued in this context that the fundamental principles
(languageuse and its motivations,interdisciplinarity,adaptability,variability, and
negotiability) should be respected.However, the same section revealed that it
was preciselyone of the methodologicalingredientsof the very pragmatic model
I was using,namely the stagesof adaptation,that appearedto lie at the basisof
the time problem. Therefore, if we propose to solve the time problem by
focusing on actual interactive discourse,we should be careful to promote the
temporal dimension of adaptation processes,from the secondary role it now
seemsto play in the model, to the central property of dynamicswhich is implied
by the concept of 'adaptation' (especiallyin the preferred sense of 'coadaptation').
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